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Since March of 2020, the world has been brought to its knees by unscientific and unethical mandates.
These mandates have destroyed the world economy and the lives of countless innocent individuals.
The “cure” that has been offered by medical bureaucrats and politicians has been more deadly than the
disease (COVID-19). The imposition of ludicrous lockdowns, mask wearing, coerced vaccination, and
vaccine passports have not only proved to be ineffective, but also much more harmful than SARS-
CoV-2 and all of its variants. COVID-19 has a recovery rate of close to 99% for most of the world’s
population, however, despite this, institutions and power-hungry individuals have trampled upon our
civil liberties and ignored our inalienable human rights. It is precisely as Thomas Paine famously stated:
“The greatest tyrannies are always perpetrated in the name of the noblest causes.”

Many lives have been gratuitously lost because of the administration of deadly medical treatments, and
the rejection of effective treatments that follow genuine science. In the process, informed consent has
been disparaged and desecrated. For over two years, we were instructed to “trust the science,” but the
“science” advocated by medical bureaucrats and greedy politicians was the reason why the world was
turned upside-down. This book exposes the sinister agenda behind the machinations of governments,
health organizations, globalist elites, Big Pharma, Big Tech, and the legacy media.

It is only when a critical mass awakens to these crimes against humanity that the perpetrators can and
will be brought to justice.

All the authors in this volume are deeply committed Christians and are uneasy about the direction the
world is heading under the COVID-19 pandemonium.

Scott D. G. Ventureyra holds a PhD in Philosophical Theology from Carleton University/Dominican
University College. He is the author of two books, including the Amazon best-seller, On the Origin of
Consciousness: An Exploration through the Lens of the Christian Conception of God and Creation. He has
published in academic journals such as Science et Esprit, The American Journal of Biblical Theology,
Studies in Religion, Dialogue: Canadian Philosophical Review, and Maritain Studies. He has also written for
magazines such as Crisis Magazine, Catholic Insight, and Convivium, and newspapers such as The
National Post, City Light News, The Ottawa Citizen, and The Times Colonist. He has presented his research
at conferences around North America, including the "Science of Consciousness Conference" in 2020. In
addition to his two recent titles, COVID-19: A Dystopian Delusion and Making Sense of Nonsense (both
being published by True Freedom Press), he is currently working on a book about the Roman Catholic
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priest, paleontologist, and theologian, Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, titled Why Teilhard Matters. To learn
more, visit his website.

This excerpt is from the recent book, edited by Scott Ventureyra, entitled, Covid-19: A Dystopian
Delusion.

****

Within less than two years we have seen the ever-hastening erosion of our civil liberties. Bodily
autonomy and freedom of conscience are constantly under siege. The reckless ways in which our
governments, medical establishment, judicial system, media, and Big Tech are colluding and working
against sovereign citizens of the world presents an unprecedented attack on the human person. The
only thing that supersedes the ignorance of such people is their arrogance, as we have seen from those
who genuflect at the altar of COVID, regressive ideologies (woke culture, political correctness, identity
politics, socialism, communism, etc.), the follies of scientific materialism, and sheer human depravity.
Silence and dismissal of what is happening right before our eyes will make us complicit in the ever-
enveloping moral evil that is penetrating the hearts of men and women at exponential rates.

So, how do we make sense of the nonsense? Through our experience of the world. We must use
legitimate science, not politicized science. We must be willing to follow the evidence wherever it leads.
We mustn’t deny our human experience of the world since we are composite beings of mind, body,
and soul. Thus, the phenomenal experience of the world (the five senses) works in unison with the
intellect (the rational; capacity for logic) and through our will act to bring about the maximum good in
the world. An adherence to the natural law where all humans have inherent rights granted to us, not by
legislation, but by God.

https://www.scottventureyra.com/
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Under natural law, our civil laws are based on morality, ethics, and what is intrinsically right. This is
opposed to what is known as “positive law” or “man-made law” as defined by statutes and common
law, which increasingly has not come to reflect the natural law, as has become more evident in the
moral decadence of the West and in this false pandemic. These aspects of human existence make us
fully human. This is the essence of the imago Dei (image of God). We must be vigilant and follow God,
the bible promises that as you draw closer to Him, he will draw nearer to you (Jas 4:8).

By way of regressive ideologies, the eradication of truth and God in the education system, the
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propagandizing of socialism, the degradation of life, the human person, and the trampling of our civil
liberties, we are ushering an era of global communism. If people don’t unite and speak up, politicians,
media personalities, and others who are subservient to the globalist elites, will continue to live lives of
luxury, while the rest of us, “we the people,” will suffer under their totalitarian rule. What is coming with
the Great Reset includes: loss of property, wealth, and job opportunities, more mandates, more
passports, more restrictions, social credit scoring, and the loss of basic human rights for those who are
not subservient to this Globalist Agenda, also known as the New World Order.

Given the current cultural and political trajectory, we can say that historical progress is not linear but
cyclical when we carefully learn from history and the persistence of reoccurring dark periods in human
history, as evident in the stigmatization of certain groups. Most humans that do not ground the
experience of the world in God, truth, and the natural law, surrender to their tribal proclivities towards
groupthink are susceptible to repeat the mistakes of the past. The regressive “woke culture” is an
example of this.

The woke phenomenon, much like the COVID madness, is one plagued with censorship and
punishment for dissent. This is similar to what happened in Nazi Germany, the Soviet Union, and
currently in Communist China.
The atheist Richard Dawkins may have had some insight here when applying one of his sayings to the
inanity of regressive ideologies and the blindness of the COVID dystopian delusion: “It is absolutely safe
to say that if you meet somebody who claims [the COVID single narrative], that person is ignorant,
stupid or insane (or wicked, but I’d rather not consider that).” Although Dawkins had evolution deniers in
mind, I think this quote fits quite nicely with the drone-like unthinking compliance and mass formation
psychosis we have seen.

It is important not to ignore or underestimate the role relativism and scientific materialism have played
in the destruction of core Judeo–Christian principles. These core principles are ways of combatting the
malaise and various maladies we face in the West. Systemic corruption and outright evil have played in
this current nightmarish psychosis of the twenty first century. This is found in all of the godless
materialist philosophies which guide nihilistic ideologies, including abortion, child abuse and sacrifice,
attacks on the family, on the freeness of the individual, gender ideology, and the COVID-19 medical
tyranny.

Make no mistake, the world is in a diabolical trance. Will reason, arguments, evidence, and adherence
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to objective moral values and duties save us from this quagmire? I don’t know. Even though 2+2 still
does not equal 5, it seems that that alone cannot save us. At least not until people wake up from their
slumber. When falsehoods are so rampant, the truth becomes incomprehensible. Our individual and
collective eyes distort reality because of our fallen nature, but God unveils the truth to us by His salvific
gift and aptitude to see the truth.

No matter how desperate a situation may get, we must accept that every event that unfolds is part of
God’s eternal plan: “‘For my thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are your ways my ways,’ declares
the Lord. ‘As the heavens are higher than the earth, so are my ways higher than your ways and my
thoughts than your thoughts’” (Isa 55:8–9). We must discern the role we play in God’s plan. The question
is: will we choose to embrace it or oppose it? People’s dormancy and willful ignorance will not absolve
them.

There is no neutral position in the face of injustice; silence is complicity. Au fond, as I have said before,
this is a spiritual battle, and this is the best way to understand what is transpiring throughout the globe.
People are making choices and choosing sides. The apostle John puts this in the simplest of terms: “We
know that we belong to God, and the whole world is under the power of the evil one” (1 John 5:19). We
either choose between the world (Satan) or God and His Kingdom—under a biblical context there is no
third option. Satan may be very powerful in his ability to influence and seduce but God is infinitely more
powerful. Theologian Sam Storms explains the influence of Satan:

He exerts an insidious influence on the financial world, business and industry, athletics, the
stock market, the banking system, political institutions and parties, entertainment, the
internet, education, the family, the home, neighborhood, civic clubs and social service
organizations, and country clubs. We must reckon with a global satanic influence.

This would make sense of how much of the developments and engines of propaganda (government,
Big Pharma, Big Tech, mainstream media, legal system, and even the medical establishment) before
and especially under the COVID tyranny have been in lockstep with one another.

As unpalatable and superstitious as the spiritual dimension and the demonic may sound to many
twenty-first century ears, it is the best way to understand the world’s situation. I have struggled with
accepting this reality for quite some time and regarded it as irrational and remained agnostic to the
existence of demons and the devil. But I have found that this reality in opposition to God makes the
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most sense of my internal struggles, the struggles of humanity, and the struggle between good and
evil. Given a theological backdrop there is no other way to understand our inner darkness and the outer
darkness of the world.

Where do we go from here? Do we accept Klaus Schwab and the globalists’ “Great Reset,” or do we
reject it and fight for a “Great Reckoning” (bringing the heavy hand of justice to them) and “Great Take
Over” (the seizing and redistribution of their wealth)? If we want the “Great Reckoning” and the “Great
Take Over,” whereby the culprits who orchestrated and supported the false pandemic will be held
accountable, we cannot remain complacent. Part of the macabre plan has been to displace
Judeo–Christian principles. Must we also reject godless regressive ideologies for love and truth, or do
we remain complacent to identity politics and cancel culture? They all have the same satanic source,
and all are bent on the destruction of Judeo–Christian precepts. In order for this to happen there needs
to be a large awakening. Unfortunately, many Christian brethren have been led astray by the father of
lies (John 8:44).

Catholics, Reformed and Orthodox Christians, and others must be vigilant against the unholy union of
Jorge Bergoglio (Pope Francis) and Klaus Schwab. One may ask what a supporter of liberation theology
may have in common with a wealthy globalist like Schwab? Schwab, as chairman and founder of the
World Economic Forum, and Francis, a follower of liberation theology (Christian theology that has been
adulterated by Marxism), agree that private property and wealth should be redistributed. In October of
2020, Bergoglio, in his encyclical letter, Fratelli Tutti, declares the following:

Business abilities, which are a gift from God, should always be clearly directed to the
development of others and to eliminating poverty, especially through the creation of
diversified work opportunities. The right to private property is always accompanied by the
primary and prior principle of the subordination of all private property to the universal
destination of the earth’s goods, and thus the right of all to their use.

Similarly, Schwab and Malleret clearly state part of the agenda behind “The Great Reset” in their book,
COVID-19: The Great Reset: “First and foremost, the post-pandemic era will usher in a period of massive
wealth redistribution, from the rich to the poor and from capital to labour.” Indeed, Bergoglio has given
his stamp of approval of the “Great Reset” in his 43,000-word encyclical. This falls in line with the World
Economic Forum’s mantra that has been dubbed a “conspiracy theory”: “You’ll own nothing, and you’ll
be happy.” In a video laying out the 2030 Agenda, created by the World Economic Forum, Schwab’s
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eight predictions, including loss of property ownership for 2030, are outlined.

It is important to note that it is highly improbable that Schwab and his co-author, Malleret, were able to
write a complex and wide-ranging book like COVID-19: The Great Reset in only four months. This
suggests that it was premeditated. Unsurprisingly, Bergoglio, being a supporter of the “Great Reset,”
has also unflinchingly supported the Global Warming Green Agenda, mandated COVID-19 vaccines,
vaccine passports, gender equality, massive migration, and other controversial social actions. This is a
sinister merging, for the sake of gaining large support from Catholics, other Christians, and members of
other religions including the youth, the poor, and disenfranchised. All for the sinister goal of exploiting
and robbing the middle class for the global technocratic fascistic agenda. On December 29, 2021,
Canadian globalist puppet Justin Trudeau made the following incendiary and alarming remarks about
the unvaccinated population in Canada.

Scott Ventureyra is an author, theologian, and philosopher. Further information is found on his website.
He also offers full publishing services.

Featured image: "Victory of Science," by Jordan Henderson; painted in 2022.
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